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As the culminating experience in ABET-accredited undergraduate engineering programs, capstone design courses might

seeman ideal setting for fine-tuning graduating seniors’ professional communication skills prior to entering theworkplace.

Most capstone courses, however, involve teamdeliverables, including thewrittenproject report.As such, ensuring an equal

opportunity for writing skills advancement and assessment for all course participants is difficult. But in the mechanical,

industrial and manufacturing engineering (MIME) capstone design course at Oregon State University, incorporating an

individualwriting experience is necessitated by its status as the designatedwriting-intensive (WI) course forMIMEmajors.

As such, and despite its large size (typically 100–140 students), the course must satisfy the associated university-wide WI

requirements—including the specification that individual writing accounts for at least 25% of students’ final course grade.

Meeting this requirement involves three interwoven course components: (1) An iteratively developed project report in

which teammembers are assigned specific authorial and editorial roles and that involves formative assessment and revision

cycles, (2) a metacognitive element involving reflective self-assessment and individual goal setting, and (3) a variety of

infrastructural support resources and tools that facilitate production and assessment of student writing. This article

describes the MIME approach as a case study for incorporating individual writing in capstone design. The authors

recognize that as a solution devised in response to local opportunities and constraints, its ‘‘off-the-shelf’’ adoption at other

engineering institutions may be neither appropriate nor viable; the information is being offered solely in the spirit of

showing that such an effort is possible and to invite wider cross-institutional conversation on this topic.
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1. Introduction

In 2003, Brinkman and van der Geest described

assessment of individual engineering students’ writ-

ing competencies in team-produced writing assign-

ments as one of the most ‘‘urgent’’ needs in project-

based engineering curricula. They correctly
observed that while collaborative group work is

the dominant pedagogical paradigm in engineering

education, ABET-accredited engineering programs

are accountable for all program graduates being

effective written communicators—not just the

strongest writer on a given project team [1].

In the decade since Brinkman and van derGeest’s

article was published, the needs of the engineering
profession (which strongly inform the ABET

requirements) for graduates with excellent written

communication skills has only grown stronger, as

amply documented in [2]. Indeed, in the authors’

experience, the prioritization of excellent commu-

nication skills by today’s engineering employers

in their hiring selections and promotion decisions

has become so widespread that even engineering
students themselves are beginning to view it as

commonplace.

For the engineering students at the authors’ home

institution, a useful local testimonial was recently

provided by theOregon’s Engineering andTechnol-

ogy Industry Council (ETIC). A 2013 ETIC survey

of regional engineering and technology employers

showed that respondents consider written commu-

nication the second-most important of 16 funda-

mental engineering proficiencies—and the one least

satisfactorily performed by new college graduates

[3]. See Fig. 1.
Providing an individual writing experience to all

engineering undergraduates would ideally involve a

writing-enriched curriculum in which opportunities

for individual writing skills development and assess-

ment are embedded throughout the engineering

program and culminate in something akin to the

‘‘Case 1’’ longitudinal writing portfolio described in

[4, pp. 100–102]. But in the absence of that ideal
scenario, satisfaction of ABET outcome g would

seem to require giving students a robust individual

writing experience in at least one engineering course

before they graduate. And as the culminating ele-

ment of undergraduate programs, and one that

typically involves projects sponsored by the very

industry employers who are calling for stronger

undergraduate preparation in writing, capstone
design courses might seem the most logical place

to incorporate such an experience.

The problem here, of course, is that while cap-

stone courses traditionally involve team-produced

design reports handed in at the end of the course, the
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strong connection between writing skills develop-
ment and opportunities to revise based on feedback

[5–7] suggests the need (in a course committed to

helping students strengthen their writing skills) for a

radically different project report assignment struc-

ture: one that includes at least one interim report

iteration, substantial and identifiable writing con-

tributions from every team member, and a report

evaluation process that generates substantive for-
mative feedback for use in revision. The challenge of

designing and implementing this type of assignment

structure may seem sufficiently daunting as to dis-

courage many capstone faculty from even making

the attempt.

As a reminder that formidability need not deter

engineering faculty, this article describes the strate-

gies developed by one institution—the School of
Mechanical, Industrial and Manufacturing Engi-

neering (MIME) at Oregon State University—to

meet the challenge of incorporating an individual

writing experience in its capstone design course.

Evidence provided in the article suggests that the

solution, while still far from perfect, is proving

beneficial for the students at the study institution

andmay therefore be of interest to awider audience.
Presenting this information comeswith two caveats,

however. First, the original driving force behind this
effort was external to our engineering program. The

mandate to include individual writing in MIME

Capstone Design emerged from the course’s status

(a choice made by the MIME faculty) as a desig-

nated writing-intensive (WI) course, and its corre-

sponding accountability for meeting the university-

wideWI requirements, one of which is inclusion of a

substantial individual writing component. Second,
the solution described here was devised in response

to local opportunities and constraints, making its

viability for off-the-shelf adoption at other engi-

neering institutions highly improbable. The authors

therefore offer this information solely in the spirit of

demonstrating that such an effort is possible and as

a potential opening for further cross-institutional

conversation on this topic.

2. Individual writing strategies in MIME
capstone design

MIMECapstone Design is a two-quarter (20-week)
sequence in which students, working in teams of

three, collaboratively develop and implement a

solution for an industry-, government-, commu-

nity-, faculty-, or student-organization-sponsored
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written communication is the second-most important—and the least satisfactorily performed by new engineering graduates. Source: [3].



design project. (For examples of recent projects, see

[8].) As more fully described in [9], all projects are

assigned to one of three designated tracks—pro-

duct, process, or student competition—and have an

MIME faculty (or designated graduate student)

advisor who serves as a technical resource for the
team and evaluates the technical content of the

team’s project reports.

TheMIMECapstone instructional team includes

a mechanical engineering professor, an industrial

and manufacturing engineering professor, and the

School’s communication specialist. The class lec-

tures address technical and communication topics

that support both the design development and
report writing processes. Class enrollments are

generally high; the 2013–14 section specifically dis-

cussed in this article, for example, included 135

students.

At Oregon State, all undergraduates must com-

plete an upper-division writing-intensive (WI)

course within their major as the third required

writing component of their baccalaureate core.
MIME Capstone satisfies the WI requirement for

MIME majors, who have previously fulfilled their

Writing I and II requirements through the univer-

sity-wide first-year writing course and sophomore-

level technical writing course. MIME Capstone

must therefore adhere to the university-wide WI

course criteria described in [10]—including that at

least 25% of the course grade is based on assessment
of individual writing that has undergone feedback

and revision. Satisfying the WI curriculum require-

ments in MIME Capstone, within the context of

producing the design-report deliverable, involves

the following interconnected strategies, each of

which is discussed in greater detail below.

1. Careful orchestration of the formal project

report writing and assessment process, with

specifically defined authorial and editorial

roles and individual writing feedback to

ensure balanced participation by all teammem-

bers

2. Use of a metacognitive ‘‘frame’’ involving a

start-of-term self-assessment and individual
goal-setting tool to increase students’ personal

stake in their writing skills development during

the course, followed up with mid- and end-of-

course student self-reflections on their writing

progress.

3. Implementation of infrastructural writing sup-

port mechanisms such as writing-focused lec-

ture content, report-writing resources such as
templates and rubrics, mid-course teamwriting

conferences, and a project website that facil-

itates peer, project advisor, and instructor

review of the project documentation.

2.1 Orchestration of project report as an individual

writing experience

To foster both individual and collaborative effort

on project report production, the MIME Capstone

Design report-writing process includes the follow-

ing elements:

� The project report comprises a sequenced assign-
ment with several iterations, each new document

a revised and expanded version of the previous

iteration. In 2013–14, the sequence included four

iterations, the first three of which—background

report, preliminary proposal, and final propo-

sal—were completed during the first term, and

the final report during the second term.

� To ensure that all team members perform the
requisite amount of individual writing and revi-

sion, the report content is divided into three

author roles, with specific chapters (or sections

within chapters) associated with each role.

� To ensure that all team members also have the

opportunity to practice combining the individual

contributions into a single cohesive document,

each teammember also serves as lead editor for at
least one of the reports. The tasks associated with

this function are clearly defined, to avoid overlap

with the authorial roles.

� For each report, the authors and lead editor

submit individual scoring sheets that list the

items on which each will be graded. (For an

example, see Appendix A.) Signed statements at

the top of these scoring sheets certify that the
team members performed their respective

assigned tasks.

� Report feedback and evaluation are provided by

the team’s project advisor (an MIME faculty

member or designated graduate student) and

the communication instructor. Project advisors

evaluate the individual report sections for tech-

nical content using a detailed grading rubric. The
communication instructor uses an equally

detailed rubric (shown in Appendix B) and pro-

vides extensive feedback on the quality of each

author’s contributions in four focal writing areas.

� While solicitation of report draft feedback from

classmates, other engineering peers, and univer-

sity writing center staff is encouraged, students

are ultimately accountable for reviewing the
technical and writing feedback within their own

sections and revising these sections for the next

report iteration. When they submit the next

iteration, they attach the graded, marked-up

copy of their previous report to facilitate evalua-

tion of the quality of their revisions.

2.2 Use of a metacognitive frame

The function of metacognition in facilitating writ-
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ing skills development is widely recognized [11–13],

and the MIME approach includes a metacognitive

tool that serves multiple purposes and stands to

benefit student writers throughout the course. The

authors agree with Paretti’s observation in [4] that

engineering students tend to resent metacognitive
activities and other assignments that (in their view)

pull them unnecessarily ‘‘off task’’ from their pro-

ject work. However, the results noted in Section 3.2

suggest that the benefits of self-reflection for

increasing students’ engagement with the writing

component of capstone design do make this course

component worthwhile.

2.2.1 Capstone Communication Inventory: Writing

engagement via self-assessment and individual goal

setting

The Capstone Communication Inventory (CCI) is a

metacognitive tool that introduces and frames the

writing component of MIME Capstone Design.

This tool is an engineering-specific adaptation of a
self-assessment and goal-setting tool called the

Writer’s Personal Profile, which was previously

developed by two of this article’s authors for use

in upper-division WI courses across the curriculum

[14, 15].

A short (20–30-minute) exercise completed

during the first week of the term, the CCI moves

engineering seniors through a series of reflections
designed to help them identify personally mean-

ingful communication goals for their capstone

course. The CCI questionnaire comprises about 25

multiple-choice and short-answer questions

grouped into the four sections summarized below,

and the full 2013–14 version (the content typically

gets tweaked from year to year) is attached as

Appendix C.

CCI Section 1: Undergraduate preparation as engi-

neering communicators. This first set of CCI ques-

tions prompts students’ self-reflection on their

undergraduate development as technical commu-

nicators. The questions address such topics as when

and where respondents completed their lower-divi-

sion communication requirements, other college
courses and extracurricular activities that helped

hone their engineering communication skills, their

current strengths and weaknesses as engineering

writers and presenters, and their previous experi-

ences writing-process-related activities such as peer

review, collaborative writing, revision, etc.

CCI Section 2: Career aspirations and expectations

regarding workplace communication. Students next

complete a series of questions about their career

aspirations and their perspectives and expectations

about written communication in the engineering

workplace, e.g., how much time engineers spend

on writing tasks, qualities most valued in engineer-

ing writing, etc.

CCI Section 3: Report-writing proficiencies. The

third CCI section presents a listing of engineering
report-writing proficiencies and asks students to

identify any in which they think they need more

practice. The 2013–14 MIME CCI included the

following proficiencies. Most of these items corre-

late with the principles of engineering communica-

tion presented in Irish and Weiss [16], but several

represent student writing weaknesses specifically

identified by MIME faculty.

� Identifying audience and purpose

� Discerning credibility of online sources

� Incorporating and citing borrowed information

� Assembling and incorporating visual informa-

tion

� Assembling and incorporating appendixes

� Writing summaries, introductions, and conclu-

sions
� Keeping readers oriented to their report location

(also called ‘‘sign posting’’)

� Designing comprehensible paragraphs

� Transitioning effectively

� Crafting strong and succinct sentences

� Reviewing and revising effectively

CCI Section 4: Personal communication goals for the

capstone design course. The reflective thinking
required for completing Sections 1–3 positions

students for the culminating piece of the CCI:

identifying two personally relevant communication

goals that they will pursue as part of their course

experience. At least one of these goals must relate

specifically to technical report writing; the other can

involve development of either report-writing or

technical presentation skills. Both must be suffi-
ciently relevant, realistic and specific that students

will able to show evidence of following through on

them in this 20-week course and that classmates and

instructors will be able to provide feedback on their

efforts. To follow up on the goals listing and move

the students into ‘‘goal achievement’’ mindset, they

must next list some viable strategies for pursuing

their goals.

2.2.2 CCI follow-up

To ensure that students make the most of this

metacognitive exercise and carry their individual
goals and commitment to achieving them into and

through the course, CCI use in MIME Capstone

Design follows the best-practice recommendations

for Writers Personal Profile implementation in WI

courses [17]. Specifically:
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1. To forefront the integral role of the CCI (and

the communication componentmore generally)

in students’ capstone design experience, the

exercise is assigned during the first class meet-

ing, and CCI completion is required for all

students.
2. Students are encouraged to include the writing

goals identified in their CCI on all iterations of

their project report, allowing the instructor to

provide (ungraded) goal-specific feedback

while also addressing the global writing ele-

ments on which all reports are formally eval-

uated. In the final iteration of the report,

students are invited to identify passages that
showcase what they believe to be their strongest

performance on their writing goals.

3. At the start of the second term of MIME

Capstone Design, students complete a mid-

course CCI goals review in which they self-

evaluate their progress on their existing goals

and either recommit to those goals or set some

new ones for the second half of the course. As
well as helping students keep their personal

goals on the radar screen as the course pro-

gresses, these reviews provide a conversational

starting place at the teams’ mid-course writing

conferences.

4. The end-of-course ‘‘capstone experience

memo’’ assignment (the third and last self-

assessment exercise) includes a section in
which students reflect on their development as

engineering communicators, based partly on a

review of their initial CCIs and theirmid-course

goals reviews. They also identify some ‘‘next-

step’’ communication goals that they can carry

forward with them into the workplace.

2.2.3 Other benefits of CCI use

While the primary beneficiaries of the CCI and

related activities described above are the student

participants, the collective CCI data can also help

shape the writing-related instructional content of

any given course offering, provide a springboard for
class discussion of writing process issues, and even

generate useful data for broader curriculum plan-

ning and assessment.

As an example of how CCI results can help shape

instructional content, the compilation of 2013–14

CCI respondents’ report-writing-related concerns

shown in Fig. 2 revealed appendix use as the

students’ top concern. This result was unexpected
and prompted higher prioritization of instruction in

this skill than had originally been planned for this

course cycle.

As an example of how CCI content can serve as

writing discussion springboards, showing students

the collective class perceptions about the relative

value of writing feedback provided to peers vs. that

received from peers offers a humorous segue into
discussing effective peer review strategies. The data

shown in Fig. 3 is specific to the 2013–14 course

cycle, but CCI feedback invariably indicates that

students think more highly of the feedback they
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collectively high level of uncertainty about appendix use was unexpected, and the information prompted greater
instructional emphasis on appendix writing skills in this course cycle.



provide to others than they do of the feedback they

receive.

The CCI also generates data that can be useful at

the department level for curricular planning and

assessment. For example, students are asked to

identify the single course that they found most

useful in preparing them as engineering writers.

Among other uses, this information can be helpful
in identifying opportunities for more widespread

implementation of writing instruction and assess-

ment in a given engineering program.

2.3 Infrastructural support for the individual

writing experience

Infrastructural support for individual writing in
MIME Capstone Design is summarized in [9] and

includes the following components:

� Writing-focused lecture content that reviews

practical strategies for improvement in the four

areas of writing performance and assessment

included in the report rubric. In the 2013–14

course cycle, these categories included clarity

and conciseness, organization, technical writing

conventions, and incorporation of sources.

� Areport template for each project track (product,
process, and student competition) that standar-

dizes the report structure and content. This

template is what enables fair division of the

authorial writing responsibilities, and teams are

therefore asked to follow it closely; but for

projects that clearly do not fit the standard

structure, the template can certainly be custo-

mized with instructor guidance.

� Author- and lead-editor-specific scoring rubrics

for each iteration of the project report. For an

example, see Appendix A.

� An MIME capstone report style guide that

includes the formatting requirements and techni-
cal writing conventions for these reports.

� Peer review activities, team writing conferences,

and informal writing assignments that provide

ungraded practice in the writing focal areas.

� Team project websites that facilitate team

member, project advisor, and instructor access

to project documentation.

3. Student writing progress in MIME
Capstone Design

Comparing the degree of improvement in individual

students’ writing skills before and after implement-

ing an individual writing component in a course that

previously included only group deliverables was not

possible, since there were no ‘‘before’’ artifacts of

individual writing. However, having completed the

first full course cycle (2013–14) in which all of the

individual writing elements described in Section 2
were implemented, it was possible to generate the

following characterizations of students’ progress

based on both direct and indirect assessment stra-

tegies.
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peers vs. (B) the perceived value of writing feedback they receive from peers. These comparative results remain
consistent from year to year and serve as a humorous segue into a discussion of effective peer review practices.



3.1 Direct assessment: Report writing grade

improvement

Judging from the progression of writing grades

through the formal report iterations, most MIME

Capstone students in the 2013–14 cohort made

noticeable progress on their writing skills in this

course—most significantly during the first term

where the writing focus is strongest. Figure 4
shows the progression of average class scores on

three writing categories across the four project

report iterations; n = 129–135 depending on

report. The evaluation criteria for these writing

categories are shown in Appendix B. (The fourth

writing category included in the scoring rubric,

‘‘Citing Sources,’’ is not included here because

it was used only during the first two report itera-

tions).

Moreover, as illustrated in the Fig. 5 box plot, the

median 2013–14 combined writing scores (seen at

the interface between the dark- and light-gray
boxes, which represent the first and third quartiles

respectively) also increased over the four report

iterations, revealing a score distribution shift

towards the higher quartiles as students gained

experience.

3.2 Indirect assessment: Student self-reporting on

progress in writing skills development

Students’ beliefs about their writing skills develop-

ment in this course, and more specifically about the
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Fig. 4. Progression of 2013–14 class grade averages for three writing skills over four capstone report iterations.
Reports 1–3 were completed during the first term; Report 4 was submitted at the end of the second term.
Evaluation criteria for these grading categories are listed in Appendix B.

Fig. 5. Evolution of the distribution of 2013–14 combined writing scores (i.e., averaged scores for clarity and
conciseness, organization, and technical writing conventions) as students progressed through report iterations
and received feedback. The vertical bars indicate the range of combined writing scores for each report.



extent to which they met their individual writing

goals, were assessed for the 2013–14 cycle both in

face-to-face interactions at the mid-course team

writing conferences and through content analysis

of written feedback at the end of the course.

3.2.1 Qualitative evidence from mid-course writing

conferences

All 2013–14 MIME Capstone Design students

completed the mid-course communication goals

review form shown in Appendix D and brought it

to their team writing conferences at the start of the

second term of capstone. In these conferences, the

team members discussed their progress thus far on

their personal communication goals specifically and

their communication skills development more gen-
erally. Most students reported having made notice-

able progress on both counts. In addition, many

students specifically attributed their progress to

classroom instruction, feedback on their report

drafts, and/or the structured revision cycles. Their

comments also revealed increased awareness of

their own writing processes, of the relationship

between time-management skills and success in
writing production, and of their teammates as

valued partners in communication skills develop-

ment.

3.2.2 Content analysis of written student feedback

The final deliverables for MIME Capstone Design

include a reflective self-assessment fashioned as a

‘‘Capstone Experience Memo’’ (CEM). The first

question in the 2013–14 version of this assignment
(included as Appendix E) included the following

instruction:

After reviewing your CCI and mid-course communica-
tion goals review, assess the progress you made on your
CCI personal communication goals, and note any other

areas in which you have progressed as an engineering
communicator during this class.

The directed content analysis approach described in

[18] was applied to students’ responses to this

question in order to quantify their self-assessments

of (1) their overall writing skills development in this
course and (2) the degree to which they felt they had

met the personal writing goals set in their CCIs.

For both assessments, the directed content ana-

lysis focused on identifying the level of improve-

ment noted by students. Three coders analyzed the

student responses to CEM Question 1, and they

reached consensus on all responses after three

rounds of coding.
Figure 6 shows the results of the content analysis

for overall writing skills development duringMIME

Capstone Design, with responses coded for ‘‘no

improvement,’’ ‘‘some improvement,’’ and ‘‘signifi-

cant improvement.’’ Coders found no instances of

students reporting a decline in their overall writing

skills.

Figure 7 shows the degree to which students
reported they had met their personal writing goals

set in their CCIs, with responses coded for ‘‘did not

improve,’’ ‘‘somewhat met goals,’’ and ‘‘exceeded

goals.’’ This quantification was achieved by cross-

referencing the goals specified in students’ CCIs

with their corresponding responses to CEM Ques-

tion 1. The number of total observations here is

lower than in Fig. 6 because some students did not
explicitly address their original CCI goals in this

question.

4. Conclusions

As noted in the introduction, the authors’ primary
goal in presenting this case study was to revive the

conversation initiated in 2003 by Brinkman and van
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as measured through a content analysis of the students’ responses to CEM Question 1.



der Geest [1] about the need for individual writing

development and assessment in undergraduate

engineering programs and to demonstrate that

capstone design courses may be a viable setting for

meeting this need.
Of course, ‘‘viable’’ does not always mean easy;

and the authors are the first to acknowledge that

incorporating a robust individual writing compo-

nent in capstone design is fraught with challenges.

While the direct and indirect assessments described

above suggest that the curricular strategies

described in this article do benefit students, numer-

ous obstacles to their successful implementation
remain in MIME Capstone, including (but not

limited to) student/teacher ratios that are far from

optimal for an intensive individual-writing compo-

nent; the problem of limited familiarity on the part

of most external project advisors with the course

content and expectations, which sometimes leads to

project and report feedback that is inconsistent with

the specified assignment requirements; and faculty
workloads that limit the course instructors’ abilities

to fully serve capstone students in need of extensive

writing support and consultation. The writing

assignments and assessment approaches discussed

here are therefore never static. Continuous

improvement of MIME Capstone Design involves

ongoing assessment of weaknesses in the curricular

design and development/deployment of new strate-
gies to address them.

The second objective in writing this article was to

encourage cross-institutional discussion and strat-

egy sharing leading to wider experimentation with

incorporating individual writing in capstone design

courses. The MIME solution described in these

pages emerged from a combination of local circum-

stances thatmight not exist elsewhere, but parts of it
might be adaptable at other locations. In turn,

information about strategies in use elsewhere may

be helpful to continuous improvement efforts in

MIME Capstone Design.

Future research opportunities include replication

of the study in MIME Capstone and in capstone
courses at other institutions, with local adaptations

made. To allay concerns of bias in using grades as a

measure of writing improvement, assessment could

also include a blind review method of holistically

evaluating both early-course individual writing and

late-course individual writing.

In conclusion, ABET-accredited engineering

programs are accountable for preparing all of
their students as effective engineering writers.

Based on the encouraging results of the MIME

model described here, it appears possible to pro-

vide at least some of this preparation as part of the

capstone design experience. The authors encourage

other capstone faculty to experiment with the ‘‘just

do it’’ approach to incorporating—even if only

imperfectly—an individual writing experience for
students and to join this conversation in the interest

of more widespread collaboration in developing

the best local solution for each engineering pro-

gram.
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Appendix A: Example of individual scoring sheets used for MIME Capstone Design reports

(Note: Grayed-out areas are report sections written by other authors)
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Appendix B: MIME Capstone Design Rubric—Writing Categories
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Appendix C: MIME Capstone Communication Inventory

(Administered through Blackboard and to be completed during first week of the course)
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Appendix D: MIME Capstone Mid-course Communication Goals Review
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Appendix E: 2013-14 MIME Capstone Experience Memo


